
Introducing

The first and only system on the market to use a turn and 
lock system making it easy to assemble but tamper proof.  

Complete with 1200mm cross rails, (other lengths available), 
stainless steel finish for durability and banner prints available 
in PVC, mesh or canvas material.

 

Specialist accessories available including ash tray, corner 
shelf and wall fixing.  

The café banner offers the following benefits:  
Advertising space on banners 

Easy to put up and put away 

Unique ball and slot safety fitting - no screws
or tools needed! 

Many configurations available

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

Easy to change advertising banners

 

 

the new café banner Q Café with‘Quik Tech’ 
assembly system from



Café banner and accessories 



DIMENSIONAL DATA
EQUIPMENT

BANNER

ADDITIONAL
POST DIAMETER :
CROSS RAIL DIAMETER:
FOOT HEIGHT:
POST WEIGHT :
CROSS RAIL WEIGHT:
BANNER WEIGHT:

OVER ALL WIDTH :
OVER ALL DEPTH :
OVER ALL HEIGHT :
CROSS RAIL LENGTH :
POST CENTRES :

FINISHED WIDTH :
FINISHED HEIGHT :
EYELET OFF SET :

A
B
C
D
E

F
G
H

1620MM
0345MM
1005MM
1200MM
1275MM

1100MM
0750MM

40MM

63.5MM
25MM
25MM
10KGS

1KG
1.25KGS

FEET ARE DDA COMPLIANT . BANNERS ARE BANNER GRADE PVC
SEE SEPARATE SHEET FOR PRINT LAYOUT AND REQUIRED ARTWORK FORMATS
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Fixing instructions 
 

 
 

  
  

 Cross rails can be positioned at four 90 degrees angles on the
upright or use the locations for accessories such as the
ash pan. Alternatively cover hole with the rubber caps

Next loop the bungee strap through the eyelets at the base of the
banner. Feed the hook of the bungee back through the loop and
fasten to the upright base by slotting in the allocated hole or
alternatively the wall bracket application.

Q Café banner is unique to the market place.
 
A dedicated product development team have used market
research and engineering knowledge to create a solution 
to meet the needs of the user.

Apply your printed banner easily and smoothly to the
cross rail, then slot the rail with the flat side of the ball
facing upwards into the connector on the upright.

Turn the cross rail clockwise to secure the system.
Simply turn anti clockwise to unassembled. When 
dismantling you café banner ensure that the ends of 
the banner cross rail are not left to hang down, turn 
and unlock both ends and remove the rail.



Bespoke options 
Want to customise your café banner?  

   
    
How about a 1800mm long cross rail with banner, extending 600mm longer than 
the standard café banner but with the same strength and design as the core range.  

 Optionally we can adapt the café banner narrowing the length of the cross rail for 
restricted pavement areas maintaining the advertising  benefits of the banner.   

 
 Go one step further and brand the top caps of your uprights. We have
the capability to apply gel top caps to the upright posts with company logos 
or colours inset. Increase your impact by extending the café banner 
rail while maintaining stability of the system. 
The possibilities are endless with Q cafe barrier systems

  

 

Stuck for space? decrease the size of the 
cross rail to your bespoke specification. 
 



Corner shelf 
 
 

 

Only available from Nextday the corner shelf 
is a versatile accessory to the café banner.

Maximise your space by adding the corner shelf to 
any two banner configurations. The shelf sits easily 
between the cross rails with an added collar for 
support around the upright. 

   

 
Made from acrylic with drain holes designed for café and 
bar use. The shelf is also available in brand colours. 

Benefits of the Café Banner Corner Shelf: 
    Wipe clean
    Utilise small spaces and surface areas
    Colour matched to your corporate needs
    Easy to assemble and remove
    Can be used on all Q café banner upright and 
    café banner cross rails
    Strong and robust 



Limited space??? 

 

How about the universal wall mount exclusively for the 
café banner? 

 

This universal grip allows both crossrail and bungee strap 
to be secured to any internal or external wall surface. 

 

Easy to fix to any suitable surface, secure and attractive.

Limited on space?
Restricted pavement width?

Looking to maximise your 
outside advertising?  



Are you disability aware?  

Making your cafe banner DDA compliant 

   
   

To ensure your barriers are visible to partially sighted pedestrians 
Nextday offer vinyl stickers in a choice of contrasting colours to 
place on the upright posts. 
Stickers are 150mm in width and should be placed at least 
1400mm above ground level in line with RNIB standards.
We also offer vinyl circular stickers for the bases ensuring 
they are not a trip hazard. We advise choosing a bold colour 
for your banner. 
Avoid green, white,silver, grey and brown banners can be 
invisible to visually impaired people.   

   
   

  

N.B.
Regulations differ between each local authority, please check with your council

Built in features: 
   The café banner meets the 1100mm height 

regulations for street furniture. Vertical posts 
are stainless steel and the correct height and  
diameter to be locatable by a white walking 
stick.
Top caps can be customised to your corporate 
colours on request .Secure fit of pole to post 
ensuring the structure is safe and tamper 
proof. 
Banners are fixed into place with bungee straps 
these are positioned so the banner base is no 
higher than 100mm from ground level to ensure 
that guide dogs do not get trapped under 
the banners.  

 

Our Pathfinder barrier and merchandising post product range has safety at 
the forefront of its development. We ensure that our products are not just 
easy to use,aesthetically pleasing and value for money but also ensure that 
we assist our customers by adding health and safety features and adaptations 
to products to make them DDA compliant. In line with the 
Disability Discrimination Act 1995 and Health and Safety Act 1992



N.B.
Prices do not include VAT.

These are recommended retail prices only.
Nextday reserves the right to adjust prices 

shown dependant on quantity, material 
and printing requirements.

Configuration examples and prices 
Two upright posts with black top caps and stainless steel 

bases complete with 1200mm cross rail and bungee straps 
just £230.00 per set. Posts complete with locaters for 

extension bays and accessories

 

 

 

Corner kit comprising of three upright posts 
with black top caps complete with two 1200mm
cross rails with bungee straps just 
£363.50 per set. Posts complete with 
locaters for extension 

 

 

 

 

Upright post in stainless steel with 
black top cap just £96.50 per post. 
Posts complete with locaters for 
extension bays and accessories 

 

Complete kit comprising of three upright posts
with locaters for extension bays and accessories, 
in stainless steel with black top cap.
Accompanied by two 1200mm cross rails, with
bungee straps and two single sided full colour 
banner prints in PVC for just £599.75

 

1800mm cross rails available!

Extension bay comprising of one 
upright in stainless steel with black 
top cap along with matching 1200mm 
cross rail & 2 bungee straps.
Suitable extension to existing cafe 
banner kit or to a wall fixing. 
Bay price £133.50.
Upright has three remaining locaters 
for extension bays and accessories 



Vector Files

Vector files should be saved as .ai or .eps with all fonts converted to outlines.  Where possible 
these files should be opened in Adobe Illustrator, scaled to finished size with colours set to a 
pantone reference. 

Areas that are required to be 100% Black should have 75% Cyan with 50% M+Y added and 
greys should have a percentage of CMY to give a solid appearance with minimum banding. 

Any bitmap images should be embedded at a resolution detailed below and set as CMYK. 

This kind of artwork is the most reliable and easily adjusted.

Bitmap files  

Bitmap images should be saved as tiff or jpeg files. If you havean image that is greyscale or 
has been created using only black it should first be converted to RGB and then to CMYK.  
This will print your black and white images using all the process colours achieving smooth grey 
tones with no banding. 

If complicated colour matching is required please supply your job as a layered psd file with 
each layer rasterised. 

If these steps are followed printing from a bitmap is a reliable process.

Resolution

To achieve the best results from our print systems, images should be set at 120dpi when scaled 
up to full size. This will minimise file space whilst retaining maximum quality.

Colours

When work has been saved as detailed above, our print systems will output to the 
manufacturers preset representation of a colour.  This is what the manufacturer considers to be 
the closest all round set up for good colour reproduction. 

In reality, no digital print machine can be expected to print an exact colour match without the 
operator making adjustments. If we are instructed to make sure specific colours are a close 
match our skilled operators will make the required adjustments.

Potential problems to be aware of

Always supply a hard copy to ensure your printed job is exactly as you require it.

The colours on your computer monitor will usually appear different to the CMYK values making 
up your colour (as an example a colour saved as 100% Magenta 100% cyan may look blue on 
your screen, but is, and will print purple on any print process). 

Try and supply pantone references and explain if these are just guides or to be colour matched 
closely.

PRINT SPECIFICATION DATA

FINISHED VISUAL SIZE 1100 X 750 EXCLUDING LOOP TO HEAD
50MM ALLOWED FOR LOOP TO HEAD.

BLEED ALLOWED TO BOTH SIDE EDGES AND FOOT, IMAGES TO BE CROPPED
AT 750MM VISUAL LINE, NO IMAGE BLED ON LOOP OVER POCKET.

FULL SIZE LAYOUT TEMPLATE AVAILABLE IN PDF/AI FORMAT

HEAD - 
NO IMAGE BLEED TO SHADED AREA, 50MM TURNOVER FOR RAIL POCKET
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